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Abstract—When first principle models cannot be derived due
to the complexity of the real system, data-driven methods allow
us to build models from system observations. As these models are
employed in learning-based control, the quality of the data plays
a crucial role for the performance of the resulting control law.
Nevertheless, there hardly exist measures for assessing training
data sets, and the impact of the spatial distribution of the data on
the closed-loop system properties is largely unknown. This paper
derives — based on Gaussian process models — an analytical
relationship between the density of the training data and the
control performance. We formulate a quality measure for the data
set, which we refer to as ρ-gap, and derive the ultimate bound for
the tracking error under consideration of the model uncertainty.
We show how the ρ-gap can be applied to a feedback linearizing
control law and provide numerical illustrations for our approach.

Index Terms—Machine learning, information theory and con-
trol, uncertain systems, Lyapunov methods, nonlinear systems
identification.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODEL-based control requires an accurate mathematical
description of the plant that is to be controlled.

Classical system identification methods postulate parametric
models using prior assumptions, and tune their parameters
based on observations to achieve high model accuracy [1].
However, these methods are prone to yielding poor models if
a wrong parametric structure is assumed, e.g., if insufficient
prior knowledge on the system structure is available. This is
often the case for highly complex systems, e.g., settings where
humans are part of the control loop. In order to overcome these
shortcomings, learning-based control employs non-parametric
data-driven models, which only require little prior system
knowledge in comparison to classical parametric models [2].
Such modeling techniques strongly rely on (potentially noisy)
observations, making a formal analysis of the resulting control
performance difficult. Hence, these techniques remain too
unreliable for safety-critical applications [3].

To overcome this drawback, recent research has focused
on the stability of learning-based control approaches using
Gaussian process (GP) models [4]. GPs can capture model
uncertainty, which allows us to derive probabilistic model
error bounds [5]. The applications of GP-based methods
range from safe controller optimization for quadrotors [6],
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over computed torque control in robotics [7], to feedback
linearization for aircraft systems [8].

Despite the widespread use of GPs in control, there exist
only a few tools to assess the quality of the training set. So
far, most measures used to quantify data quality are based on
information-theoretical measures, e.g., information gain [9],
[10]. These techniques assess data in global terms, without
taking into account locally varying requirements on the data
due to the control structure and the task. Since the relationship
between data distributions and control performance is largely
unknown, random sampling-based approaches have recently
been employed to estimate the effect of data on learning-based
control systems [11]. However, sampling-based approaches
are computationally expensive and provide no direct insight
into the interrelation between training data and control error.
Therefore, deriving an analytical measure is crucial to improve
the understanding of this relationship. Furthermore, it is essen-
tial to enhance the efficiency of exploration in active learning,
training data selection to implement machine learning with
limited computational budget, and cautious control design.

The main contribution of this paper is a novel measure,
called ρ-gap, to assess training data sets from a control
theoretical perspective. Based on the model uncertainty
of a GP model, we investigate the uncertainty-dependent
Lyapunov stability conditions for a control-affine closed-loop
system. This analysis allows insights on how data should be
collected, which is becoming particularly useful in exploration
tasks where high data-efficiency is required. As an example,
we derive a novel uncertainty-dependent ultimate bound of
the tracking error for a feedback linearizing control law and
show how the density of the training data affects this bound.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II defines the
problem setting, after which GP regression and the required
model error bounds are introduced in Section III. The proposed
quality measure of data is presented in Section IV, including
the definition of a control law and the derivation of the ultimate
tracking error bound. The results are numerically illustrated in
Section V, followed by the conclusion in Section VI.
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a single-input system in the canonical form1

ẋ1 = x2, ẋ2 = x3, . . . ẋdx = f(x) + g(x)u (1)
with state x = [x1 · · · xdx ]T ∈ X in a compact set X ⊂
Rdx , input u ∈ U = R, and unknown functions f : X → R
and g : X → R. Note that we restrict the following analysis
to single-input systems due to notational convenience, but our
results straightforwardly extend to multi-input control-affine
systems. We assume that prior models f̂ : X→ R and ĝ : X→
R of the unknown functions are given, and make the following
assumptions on the unknown functions and the available data:

Assumption 1: A data set

D =

{
z(n) :=

[
x(n)

u(n)

]
, y(n) =∆

(
z(n)

)
+ω(n)

}N
n=1

(2)

is available, which contains N pairs of noiseless measurements
of the state x(n) and measurements of

∆(z) = ∆(x, u)=f(x)−f̂(x)+(g(x)−ĝ(x))u (3)
perturbed by Gaussian noise ω(n) ∼ N (0, s2

on), where z ∈
X× U ⊂ Rdz , and dz = dx + 1.

Assumption 2: The unknown functions f(·) and g(·) admit
Lipschitz constants Lf and Lg , respectively.

Assumption 3: The sign of g(·) is known and constant.
While Assumptions 1 and 2 guarantee the existence of

training data, and ensure that the unknown functions are
well-behaved, Assumption 3 guarantees global controllability,
and thereby the existence of a stabilizing control law. We
consider the task of tracking a bounded reference trajectory

xd =
[
xd ẋd · · · ddx−1xd

dtdx−1

]T
, (4)

which can be seen as the generalization of set point
regularization, to which our results carry over. We employ a
control law π : X→ U, whose goal is to stabilize the tracking
error e = x− xd with the dynamics

ė1 = e2, . . . ėdx = f(x) + g(x)π(x)− ddxxd
dtdx

. (5)

The control law π(·) is based on a model learned by GP
regression with a composite kernel

k(z, z′) = kf (x,x′) + ukg(x,x
′)u′, (6)

and covariance functions kf , kg : Rdx × Rdx → R as
suggested in [12]. Since this kernel reflects the structure
of (1), it allows us to recover separate models for f(·)
and g(·) [13]. While other kernel functions can also be used
for a learning-based control approach [8], they generally
do not allow a separation of additive model components.
Since this separation is beneficial for the interpretability and
intuitiveness of the relationship between training data and
control performance, we focus on composite kernels in the
following. The individual covariance functions represent our
prior knowledge about the unknown functions.

Assumption 4: Prior knowledge of the function is expressed
through prior GPs, i.e., f(·) ∼ GP(f̂(x), kf (x,x′)) and
g(·) ∼ GP(ĝ(x), kg(x,x

′)).
This assumption imposes a probability distribution on

the function space, which is shaped by the prior mean

1Notation: Lower/upper case bold symbols denote vec-
tors/matrices, R+,0/R+ all real positive numbers with/without zero,
respectively. In denotes the n×n identity matrix and ‖·‖ the Euclidean norm.

functions f̂(·), ĝ(·) and the kernel functions kf (·, ·), kg(·, ·).
Thereby, it implicitly requires that the covariance kernels and
prior mean functions are chosen suitably, i.e., f(·), g(·) must
be expressible in terms of those functions [5].

While the stability of control laws has been investigated
under these assumptions [8], [12], the derived ultimate bounds
do not directly depend on the training data. Hence, the impact
of training data on the performance of the learning-based
controller is unknown. We address this issue by developing
a flexible measure of the quality of training data with
respect to the control performance. In order to illustrate
the flexibility of the proposed quality measure, we derive a
novel uncertainty-dependent ultimate tracking error bound for
feedback linearizing control of systems with both f(·) and g(·)
unknown, and apply our quality measure to this problem.

III. GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION

A Gaussian process defines a distribu-
tion GP(µ0(z), k(z, z′)) over functions h : Rdz → R with
prior mean µ0 : Rdz → R and covariance k : Rdz ×Rdz → R,
such that any finite number of evaluation points
{z1, . . . ,zm}, m ∈ N is assigned a Gaussian distribution [14].
The prior mean function incorporates known parametric
models into the regression, while the kernel k(·, ·) encodes
information about the structure of h(·). Due to the definition
of the modeling error h(·) = ∆(·) in (3), we employ
a prior mean function µ0(z) = f̂(x) + ĝ(x)u and the
composite kernel k(·, ·) defined in (6). For the components
of the composite kernel k(·, ·), we use squared exponential
kernels kf (·, ·) and kg(·, ·), defined as

kf,g(x,x
′) = s2

f,g exp

(
−‖x− x

′‖2

2l2f,g

)
, (7)

where s2
f , s

2
g ∈ R+,0 and lf , lg ∈ R+ denote the signal

variances and length scales, respectively. Using the covari-
ance function k(·, ·), the elements of the data covariance
matrix K and the kernel vector k(z) at a test point z are
given by Knn′ = k(z(n), z(n′)) and kn(z) = k(z(n), z),
respectively. Based on these definitions, the probability of h(z)
conditioned on the training data D as well as the test point z
is Gaussian with mean and variance

µ(z) = µ0(z) + kT (z)
(
K + s2

onIN
)−1

y, (8)

σ2(z) = k(z, z)− kT (z)(K + s2
onIN )−1k(z), (9)

respectively, where the training outputs y(n) are concatenated
in the target vector y =

[
y(1) · · · y(N)

]T
. Due

to the definition of the composite kernel (6), we can
express the kernel vector as k(z) = kf (x) + Ukg(x)u,
where U = diag([u(1) · · · u(N)]) and the elements
of kf (·) and kg(·) are defined as kf,n(x) = kf (x(n),x)
and kg,n(x) = kg(x

(n),x), respectively. By exploiting this
structure, it is possible to recover the posterior GPs for f(·)
and g(·) from the regression, and derive probabilistic uniform
error bounds that depend on the posterior standard deviation,
as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Consider a GP with composite kernel given
by (6), a training data set D and functions f(·), g(·), f̂(·)



and ĝ(·) satisfying Assumptions 1, 2 and 4. Then, for any δ ∈
(0, 1) and τ ∈ R+, it holds that
P
(
|f(x)−µf(x)|≤

√
β(τ)σf(x)+γf(τ), ∀x∈X

)
≥1−δ (10)

P
(
|g(x)−µg(x)|≤

√
β(τ)σg(x)+γg(τ), ∀x∈X

)
≥1−δ, (11)

with mean and variance components
µf (x)= f̂(x)+kTf (x)(K+s2

onIN )−1y (12)

µg(x)= ĝ(x)+kTg (x)U(K+s2
onIN )−1y (13)

σ2
f (x)=kf (x,x)−kTf (x)(K+s2

onIN )−1kf (x) (14)

σ2
g(x)=kg(x,x)−kTg (x)U(K+s2

onIN )−1Ukg(x), (15)
and parameters

β(τ) = 2dx log
(

1 +
r0

τ

)
− 2 log(δ) (16)

γf (τ) = (Lµf
+ Lf )τ +

√
β(τ)Lσ2

f
τ (17)

γg(τ) = (Lµg
+ Lg)τ +

√
β(τ)Lσ2

g
τ . (18)

Here, Lµf
, Lµg

, Lσ2
f

and Lσ2
g

are the Lipschitz constants of
the mean and variance components, respectively, and r0 =
maxx,x′∈X ‖x− x′‖ denotes the maximum diameter of X.

Proof: It has been shown in [13] that the independent
components f(·) and g(·)u can be inferred by

f(x)|D ∼ N (µf (x), σ2
f (x)) (19)

g(x)u|D ∼ N (µg(x)u, σ2
g(x)u2) (20)

due to the structure of the kernel. Since g(x)u depends linearly
on u, we can extract

g(x)|D ∼ N (µg(x), σ2
g(x)). (21)

Based on these identities, it is straightforward to adapt [5,
Theorem 3.1] to obtain the uniform error bounds (10), (11).

It is well known from scattered data approximation [15]
that training data which covers X well typically leads to small
posterior variances, thereby implying that the learned model
has a high accuracy. Lemma 1 also exhibits this behavior,
even though it additionally depends on the constants γf (τ)
and γg(τ). Since these constants can be made arbitrarily small
by reducing the value of τ , their effect is usually negligible.
In fact, bounds (10) and (11) can be shown to converge to 0
under weak assumptions [5].

IV. QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF TRAINING DATA FOR
LEARNING-BASED CONTROL

A. Lyapunov-Based Quality Assessment

Although GPs are frequently used in control design,
the relationship between training data and the resulting
performance of a control law u = π(x) has barely been
analyzed. Therefore, there is little insight on where training
samples should be placed to achieve the highest improvement
in control performance. In the sequel, we measure the control
performance using a Lyapunov function V : Rdx → R+,0.
Therefore, we investigate the time derivative of the Lyapunov
function for systems defined in (1), which is given by

V̇ (e) =
dx−1∑
i=1

∂V (e)

∂ei
ei+1+

∂V (e)

∂edx

(
f(x)+g(x)π(x)− ddxxd

dtdx

)
. (22)

By employing a Gaussian process model, as presented in
Section III, and exploiting the uniform error bound for GPs
from Lemma 1, we can bound this derivative by

V̇ (e) ≤ V̇nom(e) + V̇σf
(e) + V̇σg

(e), (23)

where the nominal component of the Lyapunov derivative is
computed based on the GP mean function as

V̇nom(e) =
dx−1∑
i=1

∂V (e)

∂ei
ei+1+

∂V (e)

∂edx

(
µf(x)+µg(x)π(x)− ddxxd

dtdx

)
. (24)

The uncertain component of V̇ (·) is separated into components
for the uncertainty about f(·) and g(·), given by

V̇σf
(e) =

∣∣∣∣∂V (e)

∂edx

∣∣∣∣ (√β(τ)σf (x) + γf (τ)
)

(25)

V̇σg (e) =

∣∣∣∣∂V (e)

∂edx

∣∣∣∣ (√β(τ)σg(x) + γg(τ)
)
|π(x)|. (26)

The nominal component of the Lyapunov function derivative
does not depend on the uncertainty. Hence, it does not provide
insight into the relationship between training data and control
performance. In contrast, V̇σf

(·) and V̇σg
(·) directly depend

on the GP posterior standard deviations, and thereby on the
training data density. In order to measure this density in a
flexible way, we introduce the M -fill distance, inspired by
classical concepts from scattered data approximation [15].

Definition 1: The M -fill distance φ
¯
u,ū,M (x) at a point

x ∈ X is defined as the minimum radius ϕ of a ball with cen-
ter x, such that the ball contains M ∈ N training samples z(n)

with control inputs
¯
u≤|u(n)|≤ ū for some

¯
u, ū ∈ R+,0, i.e.,

φ
¯
u,ū,M (x)= min

ϕ∈R+,0

ϕ (27a)

s.t.
∣∣∣{z(n)∈D:‖x−x(n)‖≤ϕ∧

¯
u≤|u(n)|≤ ū

}∣∣∣≥M. (27b)

The M -fill distance φ
¯
u,ū,M (x) measures the distance to the M

closest training samples, where the parameter M is used to
adapt φ

¯
u,ū,M (x) to the total number of training samples N .

Intuitively, one should choose M � N , such that only training
points in the proximity of x are relevant for φ

¯
u,ū,M (x),

thereby making it a local measure of the data density. A
low M -fill distance implies a high data density and indeed,
upper bounds for φ

¯
u,ū,M (x) can be derived to guarantee a

desired control behavior, which is expressed through upper
bounds ξf (·) and ξg(·) for V̇σf

(·) and V̇σg (·), respectively.
Theorem 1: If the M -fill distance φ0,ūf ,M(·) satisfies

φ2
0,ūf ,M

(x) ≤ φ̄2
f (x) + θf (28)

for all x ∈ X, where

φ̄2
f (x)= −l2f log

1−
(
ξf (e)− γf (τ)

∣∣∣∂V (e)
∂edx

∣∣∣)2

β(τ)s2
f

∣∣∣∂V (e)
∂edx

∣∣∣2
 (29)

θf = −l2f log

(
Ms2

f+Ms2
gū

2
f+s2

on

Ms2
f

)
(30)

for any ūf ∈R+,0, M ∈N, and ξf (e)>γf (τ)|∂V (e)/∂edx |,



then, V̇σf
(e)≤ξf (e), ∀x∈X.

Proof: In order to prove this lemma, we have to bound the
posterior standard deviation σf (x). Following the approach
introduced in [16], this is achieved by considering only M
training samples z(n) within distance φ0,ūf ,M (x) to x such
that the posterior variance is bounded by2

σ2
f (x) ≤ s2

f −
‖kf,M (x)‖2

λmax(KM ) + s2
on

, (31)

where kf,M (x) and KM denote the covariance vector and
matrix based on these M samples and λmax(KM ) denotes
the maximum eigenvalue. Application of the Gershgorin
theorem allows us to bound the maximum eigenvalue by

λmax(KM ) ≤M(s2
f + ū2

fs
2
g). (32)

Since we have ‖kf,M(x)‖2 ≥Ms4
fexp(−φ2

0,ūf,M
(x)/l2f ), we

obtain the posterior variance bound

σ2
f (x) ≤ s2

f −
s4
f exp

(
−
φ2

0,ūf,M
(x)

l2f

)
s2
f + ū2

fs
2
g +

s2on

M

. (33)

Substituting this expression into (25) and solving
for φ2

0,ūf,M
(x) yields the desired result.

Corollary 1: If the M -fill distance φ
¯
ug,ūg,M (·) satisfies

φ2

¯
ug,ūg,M (x) ≤ φ̄2

g(x) + θg, (34)

for all x ∈ X, where

φ̄2
g(x)= −l2g log

1−
(
ξg(e)−γg(τ)|π(x)|

∣∣∣∂V (e)
∂edx

∣∣∣)2
β(τ)s2

g|π(x)|2
∣∣∣∂V (e)
∂edx

∣∣∣2
 (35)

θg = −l2g log

(
Ms2

f+Ms2
gū

2
g+s2

on

Ms2
g¯
u2
g

)
(36)

for any
¯
ug, ūg ∈ R+,0,

¯
ug ≤ ūg , M ∈ N, and ξg(e) >

γg(τ)|π(x)||∂V (e)/∂edx |, then, V̇σg
(e)≤ξg(e), ∀x∈X.

Proof: We can bound the posterior standard devia-
tion σf (x) analogously to Theorem 1 since

σ2
g(x) ≤ s2

g −
‖kg,M (x)U‖2

λmax(KM ) + s2
on

. (37)

The remainder of this proof follows directly from a straight-
forward adaptation of the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 allow us to directly investigate
if V̇f (·) and V̇g(·) satisfy a desired behavior by measuring
the M -fill distance. Therefore, they provide helpful insight
on how the training data should be distributed. The quality
of the data for learning the decoupling between f(·) and g(·)
is measured by θf and θg . It is straightforward to see that θg
is close to zero if ūg ≈

¯
ug is large. This is intuitive since the

weight of g(·) in the function h(z) = f(x) + g(x)u grows
linearly with u. Thus, large control inputs are beneficial for
the identification of g(·). In contrast, Theorem 1 shows that
small control inputs u ≈ 0 are advantageous for learning f(·)
since the control dependency of h(·) disappears. Finally,

2If the dependency on x arises from the restriction of the considered
training samples, we do not state this explicitly for notational simplicity.

large noise variance requires higher data density to keep the
term s2

on/M small in both bounds.
In contrast to θf and θg , the functions φ̄2

f (x) and φ̄2
g(x)

express the dependency on the performance specification.
Since γf (τ) and γg(τ) are usually negligible, the quotients
in (29) and (35) can be approximated by the ratio between the
squared performance specifications ξ2

f (·), ξ2
g(·) and the prior

bounds β(τ)s2
f |∂V (e)/∂edx |2, β(τ)s2

g|π(x)|2|∂V (e)/∂edx |2,
respectively. Hence, small performance specifications, e.g.,
ξf (·) � β(τ)s2

f |∂V (e)/∂edx |2, cause small values of φ̄f (·),
φ̄g(·), which in turn indicate the necessity of high data
density. Since the performance specifications define the
allowed increase of V̇σf

(·), V̇σg
(·), it is natural to define them

as a fraction of the nominal derivative, e.g.,

ξf (·)=χf V̇nom(·), ξg(·)=χgV̇nom(·), χf , χg∈R+, (38)

such that stability is guaranteed for χf +χg < 1. Due to this
intuitive interpretation of the M -fill distance, we propose to
use it as the basis for measures of the quality of the training
data distribution.

Definition 2: The ρ
f

- and ρ
g
-gaps are defined as

ρ
f
(x) = φ2

0,ūf ,M
(x)− φ̄2

f (x) (39)

ρ
g
(x) = φ2

¯
ug,ūg,M (x)− φ̄2

g(x). (40)

The ρ-gaps measure the difference between required
squared M -fill distances φ̄2

f (·), φ̄2
g(·), which express the

dependency of the data density on the desired bounds ξf (·),
ξg(·) for V̇σf

(·), V̇σg
(·), and the actual squared M -fill

distances φ2
0,ūf ,M

(·), φ2

¯
ug,ūg,M

(·), which are independent of
the control problem. Therefore, searching for points x ∈ X
with high ρ

f
- and ρ

g
-gaps leads to regions where the distance

between training samples is too large to satisfy the bounds
ξf (·), ξg(·). This can be exploited, e.g., in active learning and
training data selection, to find points with high ρ-gap and add
them to the training set in order to reduce the violation of the
performance specification. Note that θf and θg are not included
in the definitions of ρ

f
(·) and ρ

g
(·), respectively, since they

are independent of the state, and thereby do not provide useful
information about the required spatial distribution of the data.

B. Ultimate Error Bound for Feedback Linearization

In order to demonstrate the intuitive relationship between
the tracking error and the proposed ρ-gaps, we extend existing
stability results for feedback linearization with GP models. As
suggested by [12], we define the filtered state r = [λT 1]e
with Hurwitz coefficients λ ∈ Rdx−1. Based on the GP model
from Section III, we define the approximately linearizing
control law

π(x) = µ−1
g (x)(ν − µf (x)), (41)

where ν ∈ R is the input to the linearized system, and µf (·)
and µg(·) are defined in (12) and (13), respectively. The
existence of the reciprocal value of µg(·) can be ensured by
a suitable choice of hyperparameters and prior mean ĝ(·) as
shown in [12, Proposition 1]. In order to achieve asymptotic



tracking behavior in case of perfect linearization, we define
the input to the linearized system as

ν = −kcr − λTe2:dx +
ddxxd
dtdx

, (42)

where kc ∈ R+ denotes the control gain and e2:dx =
[e2 · · · edx ]T . Following the approach in Section IV-A, we
can determine the ultimately bounded set for the system
in (1) controlled by (41) as shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Consider a system (1), a prior model f̂(·),
ĝ(·), training data D, and let Assumptions 1-4 hold. If

α(x) =

√
β(τ)σg(x) + γg(τ)

µg(x)
< η ∀x ∈ X (43)

with

η=min

{
kcλ2

kcλ2+λ1
, . . . ,

kcλdx−1

kcλdx−1+λdx−2
,

kc
kc+λdx−1

}
, (44)

then there exists a control gain kc, such that the
tracking error e obtained with the feedback linearizing
controller (41), (42) converges, with probability of at
least 1− 2δ, to the ultimately bounded set

B =

{
√
eTΛe ≤

√
β(τ)σf (x)+γf (τ)+α(x)c(x)

k̃c(x)

}
, (45)

where

k̃c(x) = kc

(
1−α(x)

η

)
, c(x) =

∣∣∣∣ddxxddtdx
−µf (x)

∣∣∣∣ ,
Λ = diag([λ2

1 · · · λ2
dx−1 1]). (46)

Proof: It has been shown in [12] that there exists a
gain kc, such that the closed-loop system is ultimately bounded
to the compact set X. Hence, we can restrict our analysis to
this set. Consider the Lyapunov function V (r) = 1

2r
2, which

allows us to analyze the stability of the tracking error since λ
is Hurwitz [17]. The derivative of this Lyapunov function is
decomposed into

V̇ (r) ≤ −kcr2 + V̇σf
(r) + V̇σg

(r), (47)

where

V̇σf
(r) = |r|(

√
β(τ)σf (x) + γf (τ)) (48)

V̇σg
(r) = |r|(

√
β(τ)σg(x) + γg(τ))|π(x)|. (49)

We can separate the bound of the control input into feedback
and feedforward components

|µg(x)||π(x))|≤|kcr + λTe2:dx |+
∣∣∣∣ddxxddtdx

−µf (x)

∣∣∣∣ . (50)

The feedback component can be bounded by

|kcr + λTe2:dx | ≤
kc
η
|r|, (51)

while the feedforward component is a bounded state dependent
function [12]. Hence, we obtain the bound

V̇ (r)≤−k̃c(x)r2+|r|
(√
β(τ)σf (x)+γf (τ)+α(x)c(x)

)
(52)

due to the definition of α(x) and k̃c(x). The quotient α(x)/η
is smaller than one by assumption, such that k̃c(x) > 0 and

the Lyapunov function derivative becomes negative for all
r > (

√
β(τ)σf (x)+γf (τ)+α(x)c(x))/k̃c(x).

While the condition on the sufficiently high control gain kc
is theoretically important to ensure the global ultimate
boundedness, it is practically sufficient to analyze the
conditions of Theorem 2 on a compact set X and choose kc
high enough to ensure that all points xd + e with e ∈ B are
in the interior of X. Based on this local analysis, an ultimate
bound is obtained which holds for initial values x(0) in a
neighborhood of xd(0). Moreover, the condition on α(·) stems
from the uncertainty about g(·), and ensures that its sign is
robustly known under the posterior GP distribution. Due to this
uncertainty, the effect of the feedback control on the tracking
error bound is reduced, resulting in a diminished effective
control gain k̃c(·). Furthermore, the ultimate error bound can
be made arbitrarily small by increasing the effective gain k̃c.
This is achieved by increasing the nominal gain kc or reducing
the uncertainty about g(·). In fact, if the function g(·) is known
exactly, this effect disappears and we recover the ultimate
bound which has been proposed in different forms in [5], [12].

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setting

We investigate the learning-based controller (41) and the
corresponding ultimate bound on the nonlinear system

f(x) = 1− sin(x1) +
1

1 + exp(−x2)
(53)

g(x) = 20

(
1 +

1

2
sin
(x2

4

))
. (54)

This dynamical system is well-suited for illustrating the
proposed ρ-gaps, as explained in the following. Both
functions are slowly varying, such that the GP is capable of
extrapolating to regions without data. Therefore, we do not
need well-distributed data and can investigate the effect of an
increasing distance to training data on the ρ-gaps. We express
prior knowledge about this system using the approximate
models f̂(x) = 0, ĝ(x) = 20. Moreover, we define the
reference trajectory xd(t) = 2 sin(t) and generate N = 1000
training samples by applying a high gain feedback linearizing
controller based on the approximate models f̂(·), ĝ(·) to
track the reference trajectory. We add zero mean Gaussian
noise with standard deviation son = 0.5 to the observed
accelerations and train a GP using log-likelihood maximization
[14]. We approximate the Lipschitz constants Lµ and Lσ2

of the resulting GP numerically and bound the Lipschitz
constants of f(·) and g(·) by twice the nominal value.

In the numerical experiment, we simulate the system
for T =30 starting at x(0)=0 with a control gain of kc=40
and λ = 1. The constants β(τ), γf (τ) and γg(τ) are
computed using τ = 10−4, δ = 10−2, and the conditions for
the ultimately bounded set (45) are investigated on the set
X={x∈R2:‖x‖≤2.5}. For the definition of the performance
specifications, we use (38) with χf = χg = 0.25, such that
their satisfaction ensures stability. We simplify the ρ-gaps
analogously to the proof of Theorem 2 and measure the
density of informative points for the identification of g(·) by
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Fig. 1: Radius of the ultimately bounded set (black) and tracking error
observed in simulation (blue).

defining ūg = maxn≤N |u(n)|. Moreover, we define
¯
ug such

that 90% of the control inputs |u(n)| are smaller than
¯
ug , and

choose M = 1. Similarly, we define ūf such that 90% of the
control inputs |u(n)| are larger than ūf .

B. Results

The evolution of the observed tracking error
√
eTΛe and

the maximum extension of the ultimately bounded set ēB
are depicted in Fig. 1. It can be clearly observed that the
tracking error indeed satisfies the ultimate bound for the given
confidence level δ = 10−2 in the steady state after a brief
transient period. The curves for the ultimate error bound ēB
and the tracking error

√
eTΛe exhibit a similar behavior with

minima and maxima occurring at almost identical times.
Snapshots of the state trajectory as well as the corresponding

ultimate bound are depicted in Fig. 2. On the left hand side
the maximum of the ultimate bound occurs at the maximum
of ρ

f
(·) along the reference trajectory. Taking a closer look

at the training data, it can be seen that the training samples
exhibit large control inputs u(n) in this region, which leads to
high uncertainty in the identification of f(·). Therefore, there
is a lack of training data, as indicated by ρ

f
(·). In contrast,

the right hand side of Fig. 2 shows the ρ
g
-gap, which is

minimal at the minimum of the ultimate bound ēB. This
minimum of ρ

g
(·) is a consequence of the choice of g(·),

which is monotonously increasing with respect to x2 in the
considered state space X. Therefore, model uncertainties have
a slightly weaker effect in the upper half plane than in the
lower half plane. Furthermore, it can be clearly observed
that ρ

g
(·) exhibits a maximum along the trajectory at [−2 0]T .

In fact, this lack of training data with high control inputs u(n)

causes the second local maximum in the ultimate bound
at 2πm + 4, m ∈ N. Finally, both ρ-gaps show different
behavior with increasing distance to the reference trajectory:
Due to the increasing nominal derivative V̇nom(·), ρ

f
(·)

decreases strongly, while a similar growth of the control input
π(x) compensates this effect, causing a growing ρ

g
(·).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a quality measure for training sets in
data-driven control. We establish a relationship between the
distribution of the training data and the ultimate bound of the
tracking error for a Gaussian process-based control law. In
contrast to state-of-the-art information-theoretical quantities,
our measure allows us to determine the most useful data
points for control. In future work, this can be used to design
exploration algorithms that collect data such that the control
performance of the control law is maximized.
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Fig. 2: Snapshots of the state trajectory (blue) and reference trajectory (red)
of the system controlled with N = 1000 training samples obtained using
a high gain controller. Large ultimate bounds are strongly related to large
values of ρ

f
(·) and ρ

g
(·) (red background).
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